Abstract: This paper focuses on mode use in long-distance travel. Long-distance travel is responsible for more than 50 percent of climate impact. Nevertheless, it is usually excluded from analyses that examine travel behavior. Whereas studies on daily travel prove that the rural population covers longer distances in daily travel, recent studies (e.g., Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014; Brand and Preston 2010) show a different picture in long-distance travel. Here, the urban population undertakes more long-distance trips, especially by air. The aim of this paper is to analyze the mode use in long-distance travel in different spatial settings by using multivariate regression models. The (underlying) data derive from a nationwide survey with a sample size of 60,713 respondents, Mobility in Germany 2008 (MiD). A broad range of socio-demographic and socioeconomic characteristics are thereby included as control variables. The results show that even when household income, car accessibility, and education level are considered, the urban population undertakes more long-distance trips, in particular by train and by air. These differences are found in business as well as in private travel.

1 Introduction

Many studies in transportation focus on travel mode choice and travel distances, but most of them exclude long-distance trips from the analysis, despite the fact that long-distance travel in Germany is responsible for over 50 percent of the climate impact caused by passenger travel (Aamaas, Borken-Kleefeld, and Peters 2013). Additionally, transportation is responsible for other ecological costs like land consumption. The ecological costs differ considerably between different modes. For long-distance travel, environmentally harmful transport modes like airplanes or cars are the most regularly used options. There is, in particular, no viable alternative to airplanes when a certain distance is exceeded. In most European countries, aviation is the dominant mode for travel distances greater than 400 kilometers (KITE 2008). A pronounced increase in travel of all kinds, for both personal and business purposes, can be seen throughout the whole world (Frick and Grimm 2014). According to Airbus (2012), plane trips measured by passenger numbers increased by 53 percent between 2000 and 2011. Due to increasing globalization and the development of new technologies in the mobility sector and in virtual mobility, it is expected that the transnational network will continue to grow and with it the importance of long-
distance travel and its impact on society and the environment.

Despite the increasing importance of long-distance travel for environmental policies, only a few studies and surveys containing analyses of long-distance travel and long-distance travel behavior exist. Whereas some studies have considered socio-demographic and socioeconomic influencing factors on mode choice (e.g., Georggi and Penyaja 2001; Mallet 2001), less research has focused on the role of the built environment. The literature reveals that the share of daily travel trips undertaken using environmentally friendly modes is greater in urban areas than in suburban or rural areas. Additionally, urban dwellers cover shorter distances in daily travel (e.g., Stead, Williams, and Titheridge 2000; Bous- sauw and Witlox 2011). This favors the development of compact, dense, and mixed land-use urban structures. Nevertheless, studies that include long-distance travel show contradictory results. In contrast to daily travel habits, inhabitants from dense, urban areas tend to undertake long-distance trips more frequently. Furthermore, they also cover longer distances (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014), which may counterbalance their better climate balance deriving from daily travel. The analysis by Holden and Linnerod (2011) supports this notion. The study demonstrated that Oslo’s citizens travel more often by air for leisure activities than suburban or rural dwellers from the surrounding area. The question remains: Do persons from urban areas show their environmentally friendly behavior in long-distance travel as well? Do they relinquish use of a car and use the public transport system more often or/and can we also confirm the findings from Holden and Linnerod (2011)? Are there similar or deviant results if the analysis does not focus on a small region such as in recent studies but instead examines a nationwide research area (in our case: Germany), which contains a broad range of different types of spatial areas?

To answer this question we use the national survey “Mobilität in Deutschland” (MiD) from 2008, which contains a dataset on long-distance travel alongside the daily travel data for the first time. Furthermore, the survey provides information on the socio-demographic and socioeconomic attributes of respondents and the spatial attributes of their residential locations. Socio-demographic and socioeconomic characteristics can thus be considered while analyzing mode use in different spatial settings.

The next step is to identify potential influencing factors for long-distance travel behavior, especially mode use. The state of research is first considered to elaborate on such factors. From this basis, multiple hypotheses are then developed. These are verified by using a multivariate data analysis based primarily on different regression models. Taking into account different travel purposes, we also divide our analysis into private and business travel. In considering long-distance travel differentiated by mode use, we follow up a study from Holz-Rau, Scheiner and Sicks (2014) that analyzed the distances covered in daily and long-distance travel using the same dataset (MiD).

2 State of research

There are to date few research studies that concentrate on long-distance travel and mode choice on long-distance trips. Expanding the research background can be achieved by including studies that deal with mode choice/use in daily travel. In most households where no car is available for daily travel, there will similarly be no car available for long-distance trips. Drawing conclusions from daily travel research in this way generates more input. Mode choice is influenced by the characteristics of a person but also by framing conditions like the state of transport infrastructure or the accessibility and provision of shops, educational institutions and workplaces at the residence. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the subjective dimension, e.g., lifestyles, values and preferences, also has an impact on travel behavior (Bagley and Mokhtarian 2002; van Acker, Witlox, and van Wee 2007). The following section is divided into two parts. First, the paper presents the influence of socio-demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. Second, it focuses on spatial attributes at the residence.
2.1 Socio-demographic and socioeconomic attributes

As highlighted in many studies, the socioeconomic background of a person has a great influence on travel behavior. Socio-demographic influencing factors (gender, age, employment, household structure) and socioeconomic (income and education) affect participation in and the distances covered in daily and long-distance travel in a similar way (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014). One of the strongest influencing factors is the income of the person or the household. This is positively associated with the distances covered in daily and long-distance trips as well as with the frequency of private and business trips (Frändberg 2009; Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014; Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen 2006).

The most significant differences between low- and high-income groups are discovered by analyzing business trips, which mainly occur among high-income groups (Hjorthol 2008; Zumkeller et al. 2005). Regarding mode choice, car and train use increases with income (Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen 2006). However, due to the higher car ownership rate in high-income households, car use in long-distance travel is expected to increase more than train use with increasing household income. In contrast, lower-income groups are more dependent on public transport (Mallet 2001). Airplanes are mainly the mode choice of higher-income groups (Georggi and Pendyaja 2001; Korbetis, Reary, and Grace 2006).

Another important influencing factor is the education level of the person. Even when income is considered simultaneously, higher levels of education are related to greater participation in travel and longer distances being covered in daily and especially in long-distance travel (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014).

Differences in mobility behavior are associated with aspects of gender. Although convergence has taken place in recent decades, there is still a measurable difference in mobility behavior between males and females in Germany (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014; Zumkeller et al. 2005), as well as in other European countries (Frändberg and Vilhelmson 2003; Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen 2006), with regard to long-distance travel frequencies or distances. However, these differences are less distinct among the young cohorts (IFMO 2011). Similar results have been found in analyses of daily travel (Crane 2007; Hjorthol 2008). Significant differences have been discovered with regard to business trips, especially those undertaken by air (e.g., Addante 2001). In business travel, women travel considerably less frequently than men. Analysis of the MiD reveals that differences (i.e., men cover longer distances) in long-distance travel result exclusively from business trips. There is no indication of a gender gap in private long-distance travel (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014). With regard to mode choice, women use the car less frequently in daily travel (Bühler and Kunert 2008; Hjorthol 2008), so this can be expected for long-distance travel as well.

Households with children are also car-affine (Bühler and Kunert 2008). According to Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen (2006), long-distance trips occur less frequently in these households. Nevertheless, it can be expected that households with children prefer the car for their long-distance trips. Single households will be more dependent on public transport due to the high acquirement and maintenance costs of a car. Whereas private trips are mainly undertaken with all household members, business trips are conducted separately from the household (Zumkeller et al. 2005). We therefore expect that household composition primarily affects private trips whereas an individual attribute like gender influences business trips.

Analyses of climate-relevant emissions in long-distance travel aggregate mode use and distances according to one parameter. The socio-demographic effects, identified by Brand and Preston (2010), correspond well to recent analysis of participation, mode use, and distances, but they do not relate to the single behavioral level.
2.2 Spatial attributes at the residence

Spatial conditions influence mode choice in daily and long-distance travel due to differing accessibilities to various transport modes and to destinations. On average, inhabitants in densely settled regions have shorter trips and tend to undertake more trips on foot or by bicycle (Brownstone and Golob 2009; Boussauw and Witlox 2011; Stead, Williams, and Titheridge 2000). Furthermore, high density is a prerequisite for a viable, attractive public transport system (Wiedenhofer, Lenzen, and Steinberger 2007). The public transport system is therefore used more often in densely settled areas at the expense of the car (Brownstone and Golob 2009; Naess 2011; van Acker and Witlox 2010). Accessibility to a light rail station and a nearby train station especially foster the abandonment of car ownership (Naess 2011; van Acker and Witlox 2010). On the other hand, well-developed car infrastructure (e.g., parking spaces in the inner city) facilitates car use (Zhang 2004). It should be emphasized that the differences observed in travel behavior are also part of a self-selection process (see below). The configuration of the transportation system of a city can also have an influence on mode use in long-distance travel. A study from García-Palomares, Gutiérrez, Martín and Román (2014) compared the competitiveness of high-speed trains versus air travel in the Madrid-Zaragossa-Barcelona corridor (trip length: 621 kilometers). Thereby, the study has shown that spatial competitiveness is affected by the access time to terminals, which especially depends on the chosen access mode. On the one hand, the access to a suburban rail network station increases the competitiveness of the high-speed train. On the other hand, an increase in car accessibility promotes the modal competitiveness of air travel.

In contrast to daily travel, there is little research on the influence of the built environment on mode choice in long-distance travel. In general, Holz-Rau, Scheiner and Sicks (2014) found that residents of urban areas undertake more long-distance trips. The study postulates a number of explanations for this. First, it assumes that “cities function as nodes in a national or global urban system” so they may operate on a larger scale. Second, the better accessibility to long-distance travel infrastructure may encourage people to undertake more long-distance trips. Third, these individuals have more dispersed social networks that need personal contacts. Such urban lifestyles may also include “escape trips from the city.” With these assumptions in mind, more trips can be expected with every mode. This corresponds with the findings of Brand and Preston (2010), who analyzed Oxford and its surrounding area. This study found that persons from the large urban area produce more emissions in transport than the sample average (areas of comparison: medium-urban, small-urban, and rural). Heinonen et al. (2013) adds that urban dwellers produce more emissions for recreational purposes than the rural population. This is a result of more air travel (Brand and Preston 2010; Heinonen et al. 2013; Holden and Linnerod 2011). In contrast to this, the findings of daily travel research suggest that lower car ownership and lower car use by inhabitants of dense urban areas also result in less long-distance car travel by this group.

Furthermore, these assumptions indicate another important influencing factor: residential self-selection. The differences observed between urban and rural areas may not only be caused by the built environment. To a certain extent they may also result from households’ residential location choices, e.g., neighborhood preferences, but also travel preferences (Moktharian and Cao 2008). This would support the third assumption by Holz-Rau, Scheiner and Sicks (2014), namely that urban lifestyles play an important role in travel behavior over long distances. Even if self-selection issues are at play, one may maintain the hypothesis derived from theoretical considerations and empirical studies that there is a link between the built environment on the one hand and mode choice and trip distances on the other.
2.3 What is new?

In contrast to former studies (e.g., Brand and Preston 2010; Heinonen et al. 2013; Holden and Linnerod 2011; Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014; Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen 2006) with a focus on distance and mode use in long-distance travel, we expand the analysis with regard to the evaluated dependent variables, inclusion of control variables and the scope of the analyzed data. Our analysis is based on a three-stage process.

- The first step examines whether at least one long-distance trip is undertaken using the mode under consideration. In contrast to other studies focusing on the share of mode use (e.g., Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen 2006), this analysis allows additional conclusions. For instance, in the case of increased train use by persons from cities with an inter-urban rail station, we can analyze whether this results from shifting (substitution of car trips) or greater trip frequency.
- The second step of the analysis focuses on the distances covered over a year by persons with long-distance trips differentiated by mode. Whereas the first step examines (among other things) how often urban dwellers participate in long-distance travel compared to individuals from smaller municipalities, this step allows testing of whether the destinations of urban citizens are also farther away. Both steps rely on significance tests to verify the effects.
- The third step builds on the first two steps and summarizes them on a descriptive level. The effects represent differences in covered distances per person and year by mode in long-distance travel. They are thus in their original scale and easy to understand and interpret.

The analyses are constructed in a similar way to the comparative analysis of distances in daily and long-distance travel (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014), but they are differentiated by mode use in long-distance travel. Control of the socio-demographic and socioeconomic effects is more detailed than in most comparable studies (e.g., Brand and Preston 2010; Heinonen et al. 2013; Holden and Linnerod 2011), resembling the study by Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen (2006). Because of the recent analysis (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014), it seems necessary to test some interaction terms, especially between gender and age with the different employment categories.

Our analyses are based on a German-wide household survey on travel behavior, which has a large sample size (see below). This approach thus goes beyond that of studies on a regional level, e.g., Brand and Preston (2010). Additionally, and in contrast to Limtanakool, Dijst and Schwanen (2006), our analyses consider international trips, which are of particular climate relevance, and include national and international air travel.

With regard to framework conditions, the access to spatial data is severely limited in Germany due to data privacy regulation. The data, therefore, are not geocoded. The municipalities are differentiated by a small number of objective attributes like federal state, municipality population size, density of the area, or accessibility to an inter-urban rail station. Supplementary data cannot be added because the names of the municipalities and their municipal codes are not available. Other studies can hence draw on considerably more differentiated data. Nevertheless, the available data allows insightful analyses of the influence of spatial differences on long-distance travel.

3 Hypotheses

As described in the previous section, various socioeconomic and spatial attributes influence travel behavior in daily and long-distance travel. The population of larger municipalities undertake more and longer long-distance trips, even when socio-demographic and socioeconomic characteristics are taken into consideration (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014). They thereby use trains and airplanes at a
higher rate (Brand and Preston 2010; Heinonen et al. 2013; Limtanakool, Dijst, and Schwanen 2006). The following section presents hypotheses based on the findings of current research (see previous section). The focus is on differences in travel behavior that are related to differing spatial circumstances. The hypotheses are:

1. Inhabitants from dense, urban municipalities with a well-developed public transport system undertake more long-distance trips by airplane and train than the rural population.

In common with hypothesis one, we also express the second hypothesis as unidirectional.

2. Inhabitants from dense, urban municipalities with a well-developed public transport system undertake fewer long-distance trips by car than the rural population.

At the same time, we control the rate of motorization of the households (see below). Hence, the question that will be answered is: Do urban dwellers with access to a car in the household use the car less frequently in long-distance travel than residents of a smaller municipality with a car in the household? We do not ask whether urban dwellers use the car less frequently than persons from smaller municipalities. In our case, spatial differences in the rate of household motorization are placed outside the bracket. Thus, we expect, if at all, small effects. Without consideration of these spatial differences in household motorization, we would expect significant effects.

Control variables are needed to verify hypotheses one and two. These focus on the influence of socio-demographic and socioeconomic attributes.

3. There are significant differences in terms of travel frequency and distances covered for all modes in long-distance travel due to employment, education level, and household income. Fully employed, highly educated persons with a high household income use every mode more frequently, but especially planes and cars. The differences become larger when the focus is solely on business trips.

4. The gender gap in travel behavior is not yet fully dissolved. With regard to business travel, men travel more frequently and cover longer distances using all modes, but especially the car.

5. Multi-person households, especially those with children, use the car more frequently. In contrast, single households are expected to display a higher use of public transport modes.

4 Data and methodology

The dataset for this analysis is the MiD (Mobility in Germany) survey from 2008. It is a nationwide household survey of 25,922 households totaling 60,713 respondents in Germany who were interviewed by phone concerning their travel behavior. Germany has no nationwide register of residents. Therefore, the survey used a stratified random sample. The first step involved the selection of the municipalities; these were chosen by settlement structure and administrative districts. Inhabitants of the chosen municipalities were then randomly drawn and every household member questioned. The response rate was 20.9 percent (INFAS and DLR 2010). Daily trips were surveyed by one-day trip diaries, long-distance trips were recorded retrospectively for three months. The last three journeys within the three months were recorded with detailed information including purpose, distance covered, and chosen mode of transport on each journey. In cases where household members were not accessible, other household members filled out a proxy interview on their behalf. Information on long-distance journeys is missing from these interviews and they are thus excluded from the analysis, as are persons under the age of 18.
years and conscripts. Finally, persons with incomplete data entries are also taken out of the analysis sample. The remaining sample includes 34,194 respondents.

4.1 Definition of long-distance travel

To perform the analysis it is essential to define “long-distance travel” and to distinguish between daily and long-distance travel. Numerous definitions have been applied in previous surveys. Some distinguish long-distance from daily travel by distance. The most commonly used distance is around 100 kilometers (one-way straight line), e.g., in the European-wide DATELINE survey (Brög et al. 2003). Other surveys use travel duration as a variable to differentiate between short- and long-distance trips. As mentioned above, the MiD 2008 has a separate dataset for long-distance travel that only includes trips with at least one overnight stay outside the place of residence but does not define a limitation by trip length. Trips of less than 100 kilometers are consequently excluded in the analysis. These represent 6.2 percent of all trips, but only 0.5 percent of the distance covered within the whole sample.

4.2 Analysis approach and dependent variables

As mentioned above, the long-distance journeys in the MiD 2008 were surveyed retrospectively in a separate questionnaire module with a maximum of three detailed recorded trips per person within a quarter of a year. The respondents estimated the distances. There is no information recorded on destinations. In addition, the module provides the sum of all long-distance trips within the quarter. Hence, we estimate the distance covered by a person over a quarter of a year from the three detailed reported trips and the total number of trips. In total two different dependent variables are used in the analysis. First, the likelihood of participation is estimated using the question: Did the person undertake a long-distance journey within the three surveyed months? Second, the distance covered by mobile persons over the quarter of the year is estimated. By combining these two variables it is possible to analyze an average covered distance for different groups of people.

For this kind of data, regression models are suitable. However, the assumption of normally distributed residuals is violated due to numerous persons who do not travel during the three months reported. Many of these individuals may, however, make a trip at some point in the year. This means that the data is censored and zero-inflated. The Tobit-model is one possible option to handle these limitations. It involves a one-stage procedure to estimate a selection equation (does the person undertake a long-distance trip?) and an outcome equation (the distances covered in long-distance travel) simultaneously (Brüderl 2000). However, the Tobit-model presumes that selection and outcome are influenced by the same explanatory variables (Kennedy 2010; Stewart 2009). In our case we cannot fulfill this condition because variables like car availability may influence the selection (does the person undertake a car trip?) but not necessarily the outcome (distances covered by person who undertakes a car trip).

The second option is a two-stage Heckman model (Stewart 2009). The first step is a Probit model (selection). In the second stage, the value of the dependent variable is estimated using a linear regression model including the factor Lambda (inverse Mills ratio) that corrects for the selection bias (Brüderl 2000). This procedure requires the definition of an explanatory variable that must be excluded from the second step to avoid collinearity between Lambda and the other explanatory variables (Winship and Mare 1992). If Lambda turns out to be insignificant, the selection correction does not contribute to the improvement of the coefficient estimates, and the specific feature of the Heckman model is not required (Wooldridge 2013). In our case, the Lambdas were not significant and do not improve the model. Therefore, we decided to use a slightly different approach that is easier to interpret and more comprehensible. We pick up the two-step approach with a logit-model and OLS-model but relinquish Lambda.

1 In the case of conscripts or those doing their civilian service, place of residence does not match with their actual place of daily living.
The first step is the selection equation, which is a logistic regression for every mode (models 1–4, 13–16). Due to the fact that an individual may use more than one mode within the three months reported, it is necessary to use a single regression for each mode rather than a multinomial regression for all modes. The question to be answered is: Did a person use the mode during the three months reported or not? In this case it does not matter how often the person makes a journey or how much time the person invests for a trip. To reduce the likelihood of first type errors due to the amount of explanatory variables, the significance levels of this regression model are Bonferroni-Holm corrected on a 5 percent level. These significance corrections calculate local alpha levels from the ratio between the global alpha level (5 percent) and the number of tests performed. This leads to a more rigid level of significance from one test to the next (Holm 1979).

The second step is the outcome-equation (models 5–8, 17–20). In this analysis, only persons who designated at least one reported long-distance trip with the analyzed mode are considered. The aim of this step is to work out differences between the trip distances of the mobile persons (those who made at least one long-distance trip). Therefore, the distances covered by the long-distance trips are extrapolated to one year (i.e. multiplied by four). As trip frequencies—in particular for non-daily, relatively rare activities—tend to be overestimated (Schlich and Schönfelder 2001), we limit the number of long-distance journeys to a maximum of 10 in a quarter of a year. A standard OLS regression model with logarithm distances is used for the significance tests (Bonferroni–Holm corrected). In combination with these significances (see stars in models 5–8, 17–20), we present the effects sizes of a non-logarithmic regression (see values of the models 5–8, 17–20). We think that these original scaled effects are more informative than the logarithmic effects sizes.

The third step is a descriptive approach (models 9–12, 21–24) that illustrates the results by combining the first two steps using a linear regression with the distance covered by all persons (mobile and not mobile). In this context, persons without long-distance trips figure in the analysis with no distance covered. In contrast to the first two steps, the distances are weighted. The respondents were surveyed irregularly over the year, but the number of long-distance trips can vary over the year (e.g., more holiday trips in the summer). Thus, the analysis is weighted by weekday and month to avoid an over- or underestimation. The last step of the analysis dispenses with significance tests.

Furthermore, a differentiation of business and private travel expands the analysis. It is important to analyze whether the differences observed result from only one or both kinds of travel. For reasons of comparability, the analysis is carried out in a similar way to the analyses of overall long-distance travel. It has to be mentioned that some of the linear regressions of the business travel analysis in particular have no significant values owing to overly small samples. It is quite natural that, e.g., non-employed persons usually do not participate in business travel and thus have no documented distances for business travel. Hence the analyses of business trips show greater spikes.

The results of this expansion are shown in the models 13–24, which present the analysis of business travel. The paper dispenses with a presentation of private travel because there are no major differences compared to the analysis of long-distance travel. This results from the fact that nearly 83 percent of long-distance trips have a private purpose. Only 17 percent are business travel. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate the distances of all persons in this paper by subtracting the business distances from the total.

4.3 Explanatory variables

The explanatory variables are taken from the existing questionnaire module with socioeconomic and spatial attributes and are intended to focus on the hypotheses and the findings from the state of research. The explanatory variables are put into three categories: individual attributes, household attributes, and the spatial attributes of the residences. The discrete explanatory variables are built up as dummy variables
because of the regression model design. Building on the literature review, we identify a number of individual attributes. Four of them are then checked in the model:

- Employment
- Level of education (only persons who finished education)
- Gender as an interaction with employment
- Age as an interaction with employment

The MiD does not offer detailed information on the professions of those surveyed but provides information on individual working hours per week. Hence, we can differentiate between those in full and part-time employment and the non-employed. Furthermore, non-employed persons are divided into different sub-groups (persons in apprenticeship or education, housewives and househusbands). Persons over the age of 70 are also in a separate group (retired persons). Educational background is difficult to measure. In our case, we decided to use educational attainments to define different education levels (i.e. university degree, university entrance qualification, medium standard-secondary school, basic school, or no qualification). As apprentices do not finish education and therefore have to be excluded from this attribute, education is described as an interaction with employment.

The attributes age and gender are not used as main effects but are used in interactions with employment status. Holz-Rau, Scheiner and Sicks (2014) demonstrated that differences due to gender aspects mainly occur among the employed because these persons show a different number of business trips. The reason for using age in an interaction is similar to that for using education level. With the category “person in apprenticeship,” a category that is influenced by age aspects already exists. As shown in the literature review, individuals under the age of 40 tend to use the public transport system more frequently, so we decided to separate employees younger and older than 40 years. Furthermore, we differentiate between non-employed persons younger and older than 70 years.

Household attributes:

- Household income
- Household type
- Number of cars per driver’s license

In the MiD data, household income is not a linear variable. The households are categorized into five income groups. To be classified into a higher category, larger households need a smaller income per person in the household than smaller households. The household type differentiates between single and multi-person households. Both categories have different interactions. Single households are divided into the age-related subgroups that we use for a differentiation of employees and non-employees (younger than 40 years, between 40 and 70 years, 70 years and older). It is expected that a young single household will display different travel behavior than a pensioner living alone. In multi-person households we differentiate between households with and without children to clarify the impact of a child on long-distance travel behavior.

The last attribute is the number of cars per driver’s license. In the regression model three different groups are used: household(s) without a car (non-motorized), with at least one car but less than one car per driver’s license (part-motorized) or at least as many cars as drivers’ licenses (full-motorized).
Spatial attributes at the residence:

- Municipality population size
- Density of the region
- Accessibility to inter-urban rail services

The MiD 2008 does not provide geo references, but includes some spatial attributes of the residence. The analysis of municipality population size delivered important results in a recent analysis (Holz-Rau, Scheiner, and Sicks 2014). The different municipalities were first divided into six different categories. After examining our initial results, however, we reduced the categories to four because of the small differences between some categories. Cities with more than 500,000 inhabitants (13 cities) comprise the first category. The second group consists of small and mid-size cities with 50,000 to 500,000 inhabitants, followed by municipalities with 5,000 to 50,000 inhabitants. Municipalities with less than 5,000 inhabitants are put into the last category.

In addition, two interactions that only focus on municipalities with less than 500,000 inhabitants are constructed. The first one serves to analyze the density of these regions. The regions are already classified into three groups according to density. Agglomerations have the highest density and rural areas the lowest density; urbanized areas are the medium category. The question behind this variable is: Despite the lower municipality population size, is the municipality located in an agglomerated area or is it part of a more rural area? Second, access to inter-urban rail services is analyzed by measuring the time necessary to travel by car to the nearest inter-urban rail station. Thereby, only the time needed to travel between the cities is calculated. This means that if a person lives in a city with an inter-urban rail station, it is assumed that travel time is below 10 minutes. Because of this fact, interactions are indispensable. Municipalities with more than 500,000 inhabitants are always agglomerations with inter-urban rail stations, so these cities have to be excluded from these two spatial attributes. In particular, the derivation of the variable accessibility of an inter-urban rail station is not ideal because of the missing geo references and the focus on access by car. Nevertheless, it is a centrality rating for the residence and provides information on the influence of access to public transport.

5 Results

5.1 Descriptive analysis

The following part of the paper presents the descriptive analysis. It focuses mainly on the dependent variables used in the regression models and thus provides initial indications for the analysis of spatial influencing factors on mode use.

An examination of the reported trips (only three trips per person are reported in detail, see above) reveals that a number of trips without information on mode use are included in the sample. Half of the respondents do not undertake a long-distance trip within the three months reported (see Figure 1) and only 7 percent do more than three trips. Nevertheless, 7830 of 37,152 (21 percent) trips are not reported in detail because of the group of highly mobile persons. The remaining size of the sample includes 29,322 trips reported in detail, undertaken by 17,114 different respondents.
The majority of the reported long-distance trips, over 60 percent, are by car (see Table 1). Nearly 70 percent of mobile persons undertake at least one trip by car. It is the favorite mode for all purposes even though the share in business travel is lower (52.6 percent). About 35 percent of respondents make at least one car trip. The train is used for 16.4 percent of all trips with a higher share in business travel (22.9 percent) than in private travel (14.9 percent). Only 14.6 percent of long-distance trips are by air. Nevertheless, due to the high trip distances, it is the mode with the most kilometers covered (on average: 3772 kilometers per person per year) in this sample. Other modes like ships, buses or bicycles, are not analyzed in detail because of the small number of trips (only 1820 of the respondents recorded a trip by ship, bicycle, or other mode).

An initial descriptive analysis of the effects of the municipality population size on mode use in long-distance travel shows differences between large and small municipalities (see Table 2). Inhabitants from cities with more than 500,000 inhabitants travel more frequently, especially by train and air. Whereas about 16 percent of the inhabitants in these cities make at least one trip by train or air within the three reported months, the comparable figure for cities with less than 5000 inhabitants is only 6.3/6.6 percent. Furthermore, car use in highly populated cities is not noticeably lower.

With regard to travel distances by mobile persons (see Table 2), the descriptive analysis does not reveal differences between rural and urban populations. If a person from a less populated area travels, he or she covers similar distances to someone from the urban population. Nevertheless, the average distances covered by all persons vary due to the different levels of participation in long-distance travel. Persons from municipalities with more than 500,000 inhabitants travel on average 9641 kilometers per year, and a person from a less populated municipality travels on average only 5494 kilometers per year. This
mainly results from more travel by train (691 kilometers per year) and air (3477). It seems that there is no substitution of long-distance travel by car (only 50 kilometers per year).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Long-distance trips by mode and municipality population size (own calculation based on MiD 2008)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Municipality population size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000 - &lt; 50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 - &lt; 500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 500,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These findings have to be evaluated carefully. The role of socio-demographic and socioeconomic influencing factors like income and education is not considered. Inhabitants from cities have higher average incomes and education levels. Thus, the results of the descriptive analysis may be influenced by these socioeconomic characteristics.

5.2 Multivariate analysis

The following section presents the results that are shown in Tables 3 and 4 of this paper. Whereas the first step of the models (models 1–4, 13–17) produces many significant effects and Nagelkerkes $R^2$ exceeding at least 0.1, the linear regressions of the distances covered (models 5–8, 17–20) have very low coefficients of determination. In particular, the analysis of the distances covered on business trips shows only small effects without significance. The reasons for this are the small sample sizes and the very selective database resulting from the selection in the second step. For example, most of the business trip makers are fully employed, highly educated men with high incomes. The size of the crosschecked group is very small (e.g., there are only a very small number of persons with a very low household income who undertake long-distance trips by air). Furthermore, the socio-demographic and socioeconomic attributes used mainly have an influence on the participation, not on the distances covered. A better model might be possible if we were to have access to more occupational background information, such as profession, position in the company, or the branch.

We always present the entire model with all tested variables. We do not modify the models (stepwise adaption) because almost every explanatory variable is significant in at least one model. As the third step is a conflation of “participation in long-distance travel” (first model—selection) and “distances of mobile persons” (second model—outcome), a complete presentation of all explanatory variables is easier to understand.

Furthermore, this presentation allows a coherent progression of the ordinal variables (e.g., household income and education level) to be recognized even when some of the dummy variables next to the reference category are not significant (see Table 3, e.g., education level or density of the region). Another advantage is that if a significant difference in long-distance travel by all modes (models 1, 5, 13, 17) exists but the mode-specific models (2–4, 6–8, 14–16, 18–20) do not deliver significance, the presentation still provides information on the composition of the significant effect (e.g., Table 4, household income).
Table 3: Regression models of long-distance travel by different modes (own calculation based on MiD 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Participation in long-distance travel (selection equation - logit model)</th>
<th>Distances (km/yr) of mobile persons in long-distance travel (outcome equation - OLS-regression)</th>
<th>Distances (km/yr) of all persons in long-distance travel (descriptive OLS regression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>by car</td>
<td>by train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>34.8%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents (n)</td>
<td>35941</td>
<td>33941</td>
<td>33941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Model</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke R²</td>
<td>.156</td>
<td>.138</td>
<td>.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected R²</td>
<td>1.043</td>
<td>- .483</td>
<td>-.473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Individual attributes**

- **Employment - ref.: full-time**
  - Employed - part-time: .055
  - Non-employed: .182

- **Apprenticeship in education**
  - -0.044
  - -1.046
  - .386
  - -.608

**Individual attributes interactions**

- **Employed - full-time - ref.: women < 40 years**
  - Men: .265
  - 40 years or older: .051

- **Employed - part-time - ref.: women < 40 years**
  - Men: .076
  - 40 years or older: .001

- **Non-employed - ref.: retired women < 40 years**
  - Men: .044
  - 70 years or older: -.506
  - Unemployed: -.628
  - Households/husband: -.252

- **Apprenticeship in education - ref.: female pupils older than 18 years**
  - In apprenticeship: -.211
  - University students: .514

**Education Level (only persons who finished education) - ref.: University grade**

- University entrance qualification: -.401
- Secondary school qualification: -.716
- Basic school or no qualification: -.120

**Household attributes**

- Household income - ref.: very high
  - High: -.455
  - Medium: -.795
  - Low: -.984
  - Very low: -.124

**Motorisation of the household - ref.: no car**

- Full motorised: .410
- Multi-person household: .371

**Household type - ref.: Single-person household < 40 years**

- Singles, 40-65 years: .640
- Singles, 70 years or older: -.681

**With child/ten**

- .004

**Spatial attributes at the residence**

- Municipality population size - ref.: <5,000 inhabitants: .024
- 5,000 - <50,000 inhabitants: .050
- 50,000 - <500,000 inhabitants: .050
- >500,000 inhabitants: .430

**Density of the region (only municipalities <500,000 inhabitants) - ref.: rural areas**

- Urbanised area: .040
- Agglomeration area: .128

**Accessibility of inter-urban rail station (only municipalities <500,000 inhabitants) - ref.: 30 minutes by car**

- 10 - 30 minutes by car: .156
- <10 minutes by car: .181

* Values with a star are significant on 5% level (Bonferoni-Holm corrected)
Table 4: Regression models of long-distance business travel by different modes (own calculation based on MiD 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation in long-distance business travel (selection equation - logit model)</th>
<th>Distances (km/yr) of mobile persons in long-distance business travel (outcome equation - OLS-regression)</th>
<th>Distances (km/yr) of all persons in long-distance business travel (descriptive OLS regression)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>by car</td>
<td>by train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents (N)</td>
<td>33941</td>
<td>33941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of model</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagelkerke R²</td>
<td>.312</td>
<td>.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected R²</td>
<td>-1.149</td>
<td>-3.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual attributes

| Employment - ref.: (full-time) | | | |
|---|---|---|
| Employed - part-time | - .906 * | -1.076 * | -1.769 * | -1.068 * | 368 | -1702 | -3810 | 22569 | -1076 | -453 | -253 | -422 |

Intercept | -1.149 | -3.032 | -1.847 | -3.024 | 2.205 | 1.380 | 2.177 | 2.970 | 4.519 | 1.209 | 1.101 | 7.720 |

Education Level (only persons who finished education) - ref.: university grade

| University entrance qualification | -1.449 * | -2.113 * | -1.711 * | -2.431 | -1932 | -474 | -408 | -849 | -1551 | -187 | -259 | -1107 |
| Secondary school | -0.906 | -0.620 | -2.158 | -1.222 | -9098 | 92 | -516 | 13994 | -2155 | -254 | -318 | -1595 |
| Basic school or no qualification | -1.496 | -1.148 | -2.102 | -1.848 | -5307 | 1459 | -1962 | -7453 | -2275 | -329 | -326 | -1634 |

Household attributes

| Household income - ref.: very high | | | |
|---|---|---|
| High | -1.372 | -1.571 | -1.569 | -1.998 | -1323 | -663 | -2402 | -388 | -218 | -1984 |
| Medium | -1.982 | -1.552 | -1.180 | -1.890 | -5281 | -1572 | -530 | 8059 | -2785 | -471 | -280 | -2059 |

Motorisation of the household - ref.: no car

| part-motorised | -0.343 | -0.839 | -0.544 | -0.502 | 1227 | -2417 | -330 | 3436 | -346 | -50 | -101 | -200 |
| full-motorised | 1.46 | 1.218 | 0.847 | 0.238 | 4941 | -2616 | -773 | 15630 | 211 | 112 | -171 | 249 |

Household type - ref.: Single-person household < 40 years

| Singles, 40-69 years | -2.11 | -0.73 | -2.09 | -4.449 | -5841 | -1566 | -1579 | -9803 | -599 | -71 | -255 | -239 |
| Singles, 70 years or older | -0.983 | -1.327 | -1.995 | -812 | -4946 | -6022 | -2755 | 9056 | -25 | 19 | -324 | 312 |
| Multi-person household | -2.31 | -0.65 | -0.497 | -4.12 | 1187 | -1183 | -557 | 11992 | -140 | 9 | -280 | 156 |
| with children | -3.86 | -2.65 | -3.05 | -3.734 | 5772 | -123 | -464 | 4860 | 1379 | 111 | 51 | 1234 |

Spatial attributes at the residence

| Municipality population size - ref.: <5,000 inhabitants | | | |
|---|---|---|
| 5,000 - 50,000 inhabitants | -0.11 | -0.151 | -0.251 | -0.130 | 1203 | -1671 | -603 | 9842 | 100 | -154 | 18 | 210 |
| 50,000 - 500,000 inhabitants | 0.151 | 0.130 | 0.247 | 0.104 | 1982 | -1557 | -334 | 18277 | 306 | -38 | 25 | 297 |
| >500,000 inhabitants | -4.05 | -2.56 | -1.032 | -1.120 | 11685 | -4821 | -868 | 34512 | -1136 | -312 | 196 | 1634 |

Accessibility of inter-urban rail station (only municipalities <50,000 inhabitants) - ref.: >30 minutes by car

| 10 - <30 minutes by car | 0.136 | 0.022 | 0.393 | 0.282 | 1969 | -928 | -990 | 8055 | 238 | -36 | 26 | 257 |
| <10 minutes by car | 0.187 | -0.022 | -0.687 | -0.174 | 5398 | -473 | -1031 | 26673 | 660 | -23 | 78 | 568 |

The analysis is informative and allows the hypotheses stated in this paper to be addressed. The control hypotheses 2–4 should verify the role of well-known socio-demographic and socioeconomic influencing factors. Most parts of these hypotheses can be confirmed.

- As mentioned above, significant effects are mainly found in the first step of the analysis. Only the socioeconomic variables education level and household income differ. Persons with a lower...
household income and/or a lower education level travel less and not as far as persons with a higher income and/or a higher education level. These differences are found both in business travel (see Table 4) and in private travel (difference between Tables 4 and 3) and refer to every mode. We control our analysis by using interaction terms between education level and household income. The effects of this analysis are weak and not significant. It can be assumed that both attributes work independently and are mostly additive.

- Education level and household income are significant influencing factors in all logistic regressions. Persons with a high income travel on average 9000 kilometers more than those with a low income (model 3). There is a difference of about 5800 kilometers between those of the highest and the lowest education level. This gap is recognizable for every mode and is already obvious during the period of education. University students travel more frequently by car and by air than apprentices.

- Employment does not show effects as strong as the household income or the education level. When both private and business travel are analyzed there are only small differences between fully employed, partly employed, and non-employed persons. These differences become much higher when the focus is on business travel. Fully employed persons mainly undertake business travel. Accordingly, they use every mode more frequently.

- The gender gap still exists. In long-distance travel the differences are found only in business travel. Compared to employed women, employed men undertake more long-distance trips by car and especially by air.

- Household size as an influencing factor is not very strong. There are differences in car use between single households with persons under the age of 40 and single households with older persons. Single households of young persons are the group that covers the most kilometers by car in long-distance travel, even more than multi-person household members (-768 kilometers). As expected, these differences exist only in private travel. In contrast, the presence of a child in the household shows a significant positive effect on participation in business travel with all modes.

- Finally, car availability leads to more trips by car at the expense of trips by train. Thereby, the number of cars in the household only has an impact on participation by car and train in business travel. This is understandable because private trips are mostly undertaken together with the household and thus require only one car.

After verifying the control hypotheses, we focus on hypothesis one. It was assumed that an urban population with access to a well-developed public transport system participates more frequently in long-distance trips than does the rural population. According to this hypothesis, the difference in travel frequency should result from a higher use of the public transport system. Three explanatory variables are included in the analysis. The first one is a differentiation according to the population size of the municipality. The analysis reveals that individuals from the highly populated cities in Germany tend to undertake more long-distance trips. This difference mainly results from a higher number of trips by train and by airplane. A person from a city with more than 500,000 inhabitants covers an average of about 4300 kilometers more than a person from a city with less than 500,000 inhabitants. This is a result of more private and more business travel. Regarding the mode use, trips by air and by train are the main reasons for the differences found. In contrast to hypothesis two, but not contrary to our expectations, the urban population does not dispense with long-distance car trips. It should be noted that the analysis includes household motorization as a control variable. If car accessibility were not considered, the differences in household motorization would influence the effects of the spatial attributes.

The findings are supported by the analysis of the second explanatory variable. Using only the municipalities with less than 500,000 inhabitants, there are still measureable differences between agglomerations and other less dense areas. In agglomerations inhabitants use the airplane more frequently,
which leads to more long-distance trips in total. No differences are found between medium-dense areas (urbanized areas) and rural areas. The analysis of business travel also reveals no significant differences. We use the accessibility of an inter-urban rail station as a centrality rating. The results of this variable are as expected.

The accessibility of an inter-urban rail station promotes the use of the train considerably. Our analysis does not show a compensation strategy whereby good accessibility of an inter-urban rail station decreases the amount of trips by car or by air. On the contrary, the use of the car and airplane slightly increases with better accessibility, but the effects do not become significant. It may be that there is a correlation between accessibility to a train station and accessibility to an airport. It can be assumed that these effects also apply to airport infrastructure.

To sum up, we note that urban structures with well-developed public transport infrastructure increase the probability of a higher use of the public transport system (including airplanes). However, the analysis does not show that the built environment has any influence on car travel. These results are found for private and business travel.

6 Conclusion and outlook

This paper emphasizes the relevance of mode use in long-distance travel. The results widely support the stated hypotheses. Among the variables analyzed, socioeconomic attributes like household income, level of education and, for business trips, also gender are seen to be significant influencing factors on long-distance travel behavior. In addition, the findings of Holz-Rau, Scheiner and Sicks (2014) regarding the influence of the built environment are confirmed.

The analysis proves some well-known facts but in addition reveals new findings concerning differences in mode use in long-distance travel between urban and rural populations. An urban lifestyle seems to encourage people to undertake more long-distance trips, especially to make use of airplanes and trains more frequently. These differences are not only restricted to business travel. It also can be concluded from the analysis that private travel shows the same tendencies. This strengthens the “escape trip” hypothesis, which is supported by the research of Heinonen et al. (2013) and also of Brand and Preston (2010). Furthermore, it can be assumed that urban dwellers tend to have a more widely spread social network.

Next to well-known socioeconomic influencing factors like household income, education level has emerged as another strong influencing factor. Those with a university degree travel more frequently and farther than individuals with a lower education level. The reason for this might be better language skills or more widespread social networks established during the period of education or employment (Frei and Axhausen 2007). It has to be mentioned that the number of persons with university entrance qualifications or university degrees has increased in recent years in Germany. Between 1991 and 2012 the percentage of persons with a university entrance qualification nearly doubled (1991: 15.1 percent; 2012: 27.3 percent; Destatis 2013). If future generations of highly educated persons adopt the lifestyle of the highly educated of today, a lot more long-distance travel has to be expected in the future.

Even today, in Germany more than 50 percent of climate impact through passenger transport is caused by long-distance travel (Aamaas, Borken-Kleefeld, and Peters 2013). Regarding recent developments, this percentage is set to increase, thus also increasing the importance of measures to control pollution, especially from airplanes. Furthermore, it is essential to expand the analysis conducted here. A more detailed description of the spatial setting is desirable. The inclusion in this study of consideration of access to an inter-urban rail station is an improvement on previous analyses. However, the design of this attribute in the MiD should be enhanced, because it only measures the distance from the center of one municipality to another. This measurement can be rendered more specific by calculating the real
distance between the residential location and the train station. In addition, the distance is estimated as minutes by car, which does not consider other travel modes.

As already stated by Holz-Rau, Scheiner and Sicks (2014), further open questions refer to the role of lifestyles, values, and preferences concerning long-distance travel. These aspects play an important part in residential choices and daily travel behavior (Scheiner 2010). Unfortunately, the MiD provides no information suitable for dealing with these open questions.

One of the next steps is to achieve deeper insight into the ecological consequences of travel. Therefore, the subsequent aim is an extrapolation of emissions, or climate impact, caused by daily and long-distance travel. This would also allow a comparison between both types of travel with regard to the environmental consequences. In addition, an aggregation of emissions by daily and long-distance travel could provide a summarized view of the climate impact of passenger transport in Germany. Furthermore, it would be helpful to identify socio-demographic, socioeconomic, and spatial influencing factors that lead to particularly environmentally harmful travel behavior. Nevertheless, an analysis of emissions cannot replace analysis of the mode use. Regarding this analysis, we can identify characteristics that promote or restrain the use of a mode.

In short: The better-educated and wealthy urban population is cosmopolitan and thus travels around the world. The group’s urban mode is the plane. This is a clear but careful formulation, giving no information about causes. On the basis of our data, we cannot make reliable statements on causes, but our view of the spatially differentiated social developments suggests that mental and physical cosmopolitanism is not only based on the built environment. It is also an expression of modern life in metropolitan regions. The differences give, to put it in a nutshell, “a look at the future of transportation,” also for other regions. It becomes quite clear that in future research consideration of long-distance travel and, in particular, air travel will be very important for sustainable development.
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